
 

If You’re Currently Traveling ✈  
If you’re currently traveling as a WP, the goal of your stories will be highlighting your current trip 
as a Worldpacker so our community can truly understand how awesome is to travel like that and 
get their main questions answered in the best way (by watching someone having the real 
experience!) 

Please follow the guideline below to record your stories: 

Number of stories 
● 5 to 15 Stories (preferably videos, but you can also add photos if it helps you show what 

you want). 

WP TIP: From our experience, the best stories are recorded during a super active day. A day 
where you have a shift in the morning at your host, have time to explore the city in the afternoon 
and hang out with your friends at night. A huge engagement plus is recording sightseeing and 
showing famous spots nearby (beaches, landscapes, monuments, famous streets, etc). 

Stories content 
#For the first Stories 

For the first video of your series (or videos, depending on the size of the story), introduce 
yourself with passion! Tell who you are, where you come from, where you’re traveling as a WP, 
which host you’re staying at and how you’re helping them out.  

Remember to say you’re taking over Worldpackers Instagram to inspire/help/share your our 
community ό 

#The Stories in the middle 

Things you can show on the following stories: 

● Your Host 
○ Introduce your host so she/he can invite others to come 
○ Record the main spost and facilities of the location (eg: the hostel’s bar, your 

room, the balcony, the garden, etc.) 
○ Record guests or people in the main locations 
○ Record main activities in your host (eg: happy hour) 

● Your “job” 
○ Record yourself doing your WP tasks 



 

○ Tell people what is like to be a WP there (what you have to do there?, it’s easy? 
It’s hard? How many hours do you help per day? Do you have time to enjoy the 
city?) 

● Your destination 
○ Record some of your favorite spots in the city  
○ Show where you go to find cheap food, drinks, buzz 
○ Show where you go to take some time for yourself (eg: a beach, a square, a 

coffee bar, etc) 
○ Record the best moments (coolest, funniest, weird, etc!) of your daily routine  
○ Record the best moments (coolest, funniest, weird, etc!) of your trip 

WP TIP: From our experience, the best stories are the ones where you interact with those 
watching you. Remember to speak when recording them and preferably talking to the camera 
(like a selfie). You can speak in your own language and then we’ll add subtitles if needed χ 

#On your final Stories 

For the last story (or stories, depending on the size of the story) of your series, remember to: 

● Show some love and thank everyone for watching you ❤  
● Say people can follow your adventures on your personal IG (we’ll tag it on the story) 
● Say people can read more about your experience on your articles at Worldpackers (we’ll 

tag your profile) 
● Say people can talk to you and ask their questions at the Worldpackers community (we’ll 

tag the Worldpackers community) 

Do’s and Don’ts  
● Don’t add anything to you story when saving it on your phone: location, gifs, memes, 

emojis, text, etc. We’ll do it directly on Worldpackers Instagram when posting them. 
● Don’t tag your profile on your stories. Send me your IG profile in the email (when 

sending me your stories) and we’ll do it directly on Worldpackers Instagram when 
posting them. 

● Do record your stories using your phone in vertical. Stories recorded in horizontal will not 
be accepted.  

Like This: ̘  Not like that:   
● Smile! Be kind! Show love for the community! Remember you’re being seen by 

thousands of people around the world. You’ll be leading them to make their 
dreams come true   

 



 

 

 

 

If You’re Not Currently Traveling я 
If you’re not currently traveling as a WP, #staycool. 

The goal of your stories will be highlighting your experience as a Worldpacker so our community 
can get their main questions answered by those who are Experts on this type of trip: YOU! χ 

So it will be more like a FAQ with you as the main star answering the community’s main 
questions. 

Please follow the guideline below to record your stories: 

Number of stories 
● 5 to 15 Stories (preferably videos, but you can also add photos if it helps you show what 

you want to show). 

Stories content 
#For the first Stories 

For the first video of your series (or videos, depending on the size of the story), introduce 
yourself with passion! Tell who you are, where you come from, where you have traveled as a 
WP, which hosts you already stayed at and how you helped them out.  

Remember to say you’re taking over Worldpackers Instagram to inspire/help/share your our 
community and help them travel too ό 

#The Stories in the middle 

Things you can answer on the following stories: 

● Why did you decide to travel as a WP?  
● What moment you were going through in your life when you decided to travel? 
● What you were trying to achieve with this trip? (eg: improve my English, part of a 

sabbatical year, have a different experience out of my comfort zone, etc) 
● Do you need to speak other languages fluently to be a worldpacker? 
● If you could travel back in time before traveling, what advice would you give to yourself?  



 

● Any other questions you’ve been receiving at Worldpackers  

WP TIP: From our experience, the best stories in this format are the ones where you interact 
with those watching you. So, the best thing here would be, after recording an answer for one of 
the questions above, showing a video or photo of what you talked about when replying.  

Remember to speak when recording them and preferably talking to the camera (like a selfie). 
You can speak in your own language and then we’ll add subtitles if needed χ 

#On your final Stories 

For the last story (or stories, depending on the size of the story) of your series, remember to: 

● Show some love and thank everyone for watching you ❤  
● Say people can follow your adventures on your personal IG (we’ll tag it on the story) 
● Say people can read more about your experience on your articles at Worldpackers (we’ll 

tag your profile) 
● Say people can talk to you and ask their questions at the Worldpackers community (we’ll 

tag the Worldpackers community) 

Do’s and Don’ts  
● Don’t add anything to you story when saving it on your phone: location, gifs, memes, 

emojis, text, etc. We’ll do it directly on Worldpackers Instagram when posting them. 
● Don’t tag your profile on your stories. Send me your IG profile in the email (when 

sending me your stories) and we’ll do it directly on Worldpackers Instagram when 
posting them. 

● Do record your stories using your phone in vertical. Stories recorded in horizontal will not 
be accepted.  

Like This: ̘  Not like that:   
● Smile! Be kind! Show love for the community! Remember you’re being seen by 

thousands of people around the world. You’ll be leading them to make their 
dreams come true   


